Apples Dwarf

7

86080-Fuji $37.99

7

93886-Golden Delicious-$37.99

7

23958-Gravenstein Red-$37.99

8

59580-Honeycrisp-$37.99

8

59582-Liberty-$37.99

8

86144-Pink Lady-$39.99

8

Apples Semi-Dwarf

9

80926-Amere de Berthcourt $32.99

9

89562-Arkansas Black $37.99

9

93888-Caville Blanc $37.99

9

13510-Cox Orange Pippin $37.99

10

13530-Fuji $37.99

10

13520-Fuji, Red $37.99

10

74176-Golden Russet -$37.99

11

74174-Gold Rush-$32.99

11

54926-Honeycrisp $37.99

11

41238-Jonagold-$37.99

12

10006-Jonathon-$37.99

12

13600-King, Thompkins-$37.99

12

13605-Liberty -$37.99

13

91642-McIntosh-$37.99

13

13615-Mutsu-$37.99

13

13625-Pink Lady-$39.99

13

27726-Pink Pearl-$37.99

14

86532- Redlove Calypso $32.99

14

90414- Redlove Era $32.99

14

86534- Redlove Odysso $32.99

14

89582- Sierra Beauty $37.99

15

98814-Waltana-$37.99

15

90406-White Cloud-$32.99

15

80928-Williams Pride-$32.99

16

1

90412-Wynooche Early-$32.99
Apples Standard
13535-Fuji $31.99
Crabapple
86228-Firecracker $32.99
Multi Graft & Espalier Apples & Rootstock

16
16
16
17
17
17

13465-6N1 Multi-Graft Espalier $74.99

17

86182-4-N-1 Combos - $66.99

17

93960-3-N-1 Combos - $55.99

17

17466-Apple Rootstock - $2.59

17

Apricots

18

13655-Harglow - $35.99

18

89590-Pixi-Cot - $38.99

18

47548-Puget Gold - $34.99

18

83061-Tomcot - $41.99

19

Aprium

19

93896-Cot n Candy $42.99

19

93892-Flavor Delight Semi $41.99

19

Cherries Sweet Dwarf

20

86154-Bing $42.99

20

93898-Craigs Crimson $42.99

20

35936-Kristin $42.99

20
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20

936-Lapins $42.99

20

86158-Royal Rainier $42.99

21

62618-Stella $29.99

21

Cherries Sweet Semi-Dwarf

21

86230-Amarena de pescara $32.99

21

90418-Bianco Rosato Piemonte $31.99

22

20458-Bing $42.99

22

80952-Governor Wood $31.99

22

94332-Kristin $32.99 Rootstock:

22

82362-Lapins $42.99

22

2

67468-Rainier $42.99

23

86162-Royal Crimson $44.99

23

80866-Royal Rainier $42.99

23

94330-Stella Compact $28.99

23

Cherry’s Sour

24

13770-Montmorency Standard $35.99

24

94350-Northstar Semi/Dwarf $28.99

24

Multi-graft Cherry
45830-Cherry 4-N-1 Rainer-Bing-Lapin-Van $66.99
Cornelian Cherry

24
24
25

90436-Coral Blaze $34.99

25

90438-Sunrise $35.99

25

Figs

25

24608-Black Jack Deep Liner $24.99

26

86536-Black Spanish 1 gallon $18.99

26

13845-Black Mission Liner $24.99

26

13855 Brown Turkey Deep Liner $24.99

26

86232-Verns Brown Turkey 1 gal $18.99

27

13865 King (Desert King) Deep Liner $24.99

27

86202-Osborne Prolific Deep Liner $24.99

27

51844-Peters Honey Deep Liner $24.99

27

90422-Petite Negra 1 gallon $18.99

28

86622- Stella 1 gallon $16.99

28

51898-White Genoa 1 gallon $24.99

28

Jujube
94356- Coco $32.99 1 gallon
Medlar

28
28
29

80956- Breda Giant $28.99 1 gallon

29

94374- Nefle de Octobre $28.99 1 gallon

29

94376- OSU 9-20 $28.99 1 gallon

29

Mulberry

30

94358- Early Bird $21.99 1 gallon

30

66888- Pakistan $45.99 Bareroot

30

3

53588- Dwarf Black Potted $31.99
Nectarines

30
31

86164-Arctic Babe Miniature $39.99

31

86166-Arctic Glow-$39.99

31

39752-Liz’s Late-$39.99

31

Paw Paws

31

94336-Atwood $24.99

32

90420-Mango $24.99

32

Peaches Semi-Dwarf

32

86248-Charlotte $29.99

32

27874-Frost $41.99

33

68924-Halehaven $38.99

33

82180-O’Henry $38.99

33

14130-Redhaven $37.99

34

80880-Sauzee Swirl $42.99

34

Peaches Standard

34

14030-Frost $32.99 (3/4”Caliper)

34

93908-Elegant Lady $29.99

35

14135-Redhaven $32.99

35

93910-Redskin Elberta $31.99

35

14150-Suncrest $34.99

36

Miniature Nectarine & Peach

36

86164-Arctic Babe Miniature $39.99

36

14060-Garden Gold $34.99

36

14095-Honey Babe $34.99

37

Multi-Graft Peach
27872-3-N-1, Curl Resistant/ Frost, Q-1-8, Muir -Standard $54.99
Pears Semi-Dwarf

37
37
37

14195-d’Anjou $37.99

37

14270-Bartlett $37.99

37

13290-Bosc $37.99

38

86540-Orcas $29.99

38

14325-Warren $37.99

38
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Multi-Graft Espalier Pear Semi-Dwarf

38

14190 -6-N-1 $74.99

38

Pears-Asian Semi-Dwarf

39

13990-20th Century $37.99

39

86174-Hosui $37.99

39

90416-Nijiseiki $29.99

39

86254-Raja $29.99

40

86256-Shin Li $29.99

40

14010-Shinseki -$37.99

40

Pears-Asian Standard

41

47498-Hosui $28.99

41

80886-Shinko-$32.99

41

Multi-Graft Asian Pear Semi-Dwarf
83106-3-N-1 Shinseiki-Chojuro-Shinko-20th Century- Hosui Assorted $54.99
Persimmon Asian

41
41
42

14335- Fuyu Jiro $64.99

42

94326- Early Fuyu $24.99 1 Gallon Pot

42

94324- Early Jiro $24.99 1 gallon Pot

42

94388- Tamopan $64.99

43

Plums Semi-Dwarf

43

14360-Beauty $37.99

43

14365-Burgundy $37.99

43

80888-Hollywood $37.99

44

14385-Green Gage $37.99

44

94380-Luisa $24.99 1 gallon

44

94348-Jam Session $34.99

44

93916-Mariposa $37.99

45

41246-Methley $37.99

45

94328-Oullins 1gallon $28.99

45

14405-Santa Rosa $37.99

45

14420-Satsuma $37.99

46

61714-Shiro $37.99

46

Pluots

46

5

51872-Dapple Dandy Semi Dwarf $41.99

46

80896-Dapple Supreme Semi $41.99

47

66924-Flavor Grenade Standard $37.99

47

93920-Flavor Queen Standard $37.99

47

86180-Flavor Supreme Semi $41.99

48

Pluots Multi Graft
86184-4-N-1 $68.99
Pomegranates

48
48
48

68276-Ambrosia Liner $19.99

48

86276-Crimson Sky 1g $16.99

48
49

86198-Eve Liner $19.99

49

90456-Favorite 1g $16.99

49

74946-Parfianka Liner $19.99

49
49

74948-Wonderful Liner $18.99
Prunes

49
50

13455-Italian Semi $37.99

50

80890-Sugar Semi $37.99

50

13445-French Prune Stand $37.99

50

80890-Sugar Prune Semi $35.99

50

Quince

51

51890-Pineapple $36.99

51

94352-Kuganskaya $29.99

51

94354-Smyrna $29.99 1 gallon

51

Almonds
20778-All in One $36.99
Chestnuts
86930-Nevada $48.99
Pistachio

52
52
52
52
53

87018-Kerman $61.99

53

87020-Peters $61.99

53

Walnuts

53
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93952-Chandler $61.99

53

10008- Pedro $61.99

53

Bareroot 2021
Apples Dwarf
86080-Fuji $37.99
Rootstock: Geneva 935
Rootstock: Geneva 935
California’s favorite apple. High quality apple, with a not so pretty
appearance. Sweet, very crisp and flavorful, excellent keeper. Dull
reddish-orange skin, sometimes russeted. Ripe mid-September.
Excellent pollenizer for other apple varieties.

93886-Golden Delicious-$37.99
Rootstock:Geneva 935
Long-time favorite for its sweetness and flavor. Reliable producer,
adapted to many climates. Pollenizer for Red Delicious. Midseason
harvest (September in Central CA). 700 hours. Self-fruitful. USDA
Zones 5-10.
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23958-Gravenstein Red-$37.99
Rootstock:Geneva 935
Famous for sauce and baking, also used fresh. Crisp, juicy, flavorful, tart.
Early bloom, early harvest. Green with red stripes. Pollen-sterile,
pollenizer required: Empire, Fuji, Gala, Red Delicious.

59580-Honeycrisp-$37.99
Rootstock: Geneva 935
Fruit is mottled red over yellow. Very crisp flesh. Excellent eating and
keeping qualities. Rated superior to McIntosh and Delicious for fresh
eating. Keeps up to five months in common storage. Ripens late
September to October.

59582-Liberty-$37.99
Rootstock: Geneva 935
Disease resistant, cold hardy apple. Resists scab, rust, mildew, fire
blight. Solid red even in hot climate. Crisp, rich sprightly flavor.
Fresh or cooked. Early fall harvest. Interfruitful with Red Delicious,
Empire, McIntosh. 800 hours. Self-fruitful. USDA Zones 4-8.

86144-Pink Lady-$39.99
Rootstock: Geneva 935
Hot Climate apple from Australia. Very crisp, sweet tart,
distinct flavor, good keeper. Skin is reddish pink over green
when ripe. White flesh resists browning. Late October
Harvest. Self-fruitful. 300-400 hours/
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Apples Semi-Dwarf
80926-Amere de Berthcourt $32.99
Rootstock: M7
1800’s France. This is a bittersweet heirloom cider apple. Used
primarily in hard cider as it is quite bitter for any other use. The
apples are medium size, yellowish green. White flesh, juicy and
sweet with a strong long bitter aftertaste. Honey and fruit flavors.

89562-Arkansas Black $37.99
Rootstock: M111
Large, late season. Dark red skin, high quality even where
summer nights are warm. For dessert and cooking. Keeps many
months. Chilling requirement 500-600 hours. Partly self-fruitful.
USDA Zones 5-9.

93888-Caville Blanc $37.99
Rootstock: M111
Classic French dessert apple, also excellent for cooking and cider.
(Long-time apple tester Warren Manhart of Portland, Oregon regards
Calville as 'the best pie and sauce apple he has grown'). Flattened,
round shape with prominent, uneven ribs near the base. Usually
harvested green, turning yellow and reaching peak flavor a month or
so after picking. Best quality reached after the first few crops.
Harvest in late midseason, just after Jonagold. Vigorous grower with
weeping side limbs. Origin unknown, planted in France in the early
1600s. Estimated chilling requirement 800-1000 hours. Pollinizer required. USDA Zones 5-7.
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13510-Cox Orange Pippin $37.99
Rootstock: M111
Regarded by the British as the finest flavored dessert apple. Medium
size, conical fruit with rather dull finish; red stripes over thin, tough,
smooth orange skin. Fir, tender, juicy, aromatic, yellow flesh.
Distinctive flavor; mellow aftertaste and unsurpassed aroma. Excellent
processing apple for desserts, pies, cooking and cider. Keeps from
October to January. Blooms late. Ripens from mid-September to MidOctober.

13530-Fuji $37.99
Rootstock: M111
California’s favorite apple. High quality apple, with a not so pretty
appearance. Sweet, very crisp and flavorful, excellent keeper. Dull
reddish-orange skin, sometimes russeted. Ripe mid-September.
Excellent pollinizer for other apple varieties. Self-fruitful.

13520-Fuji, Red $37.99
Rootstock: M111
Redder-skinned bud sport of Fuji. Sweet, very crisp and flavorful,
excellent keeper. Ripe September-October in Central Calif. Excellent
pollinizer for other apple varieties. Self-fruitful.
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74176-Golden Russet -$37.99
Rootstock: M111
1700’s New York. One of the great family orchard
apples of 19th century America. Crisp, aromatic, sub
acid, creamy yellow flesh with great flavor and
legendary sugary juice. Used fresh and for cider,
drying and cooking. Ripens about with Spitzenburg:
late September/early October .October in Central
CA. Ripe fruit hangs on the tree until frost, fruit
stored properly keeps until April. Skin partly to
almost completely russeted, varying from grayishgreen or greenish-yellow to an attractive golden
brown with orange highlights. Winter hardy, vigorous
tree, bears mostly on the tips of branches. Medium
size. Good disease resistance. Estimated chilling
requirement 800-1000 hours. Partly self-fruitful, biggest crops with cross-pollination.

74174-Gold Rush-$32.99
Rootstock: M111
This is a late maturing yellow apple with excellent fruit quality
and long storage ability. Good diseases resistance to apple scab
and mildew. The crisp flesh has a complex, rich spicy with a
high degree of acidity and sweetness. The acidity eventually
mellows with storage. Can keep for 2-3 months in cold storage.

54926-Honeycrisp $37.99
Rootstock: M111
Fruit is mottled red over yellow. Very crisp flesh. Excellent eating and
keeping qualities. Rated superior to McIntosh and Delicious for fresh
eating. Keeps up to five months in common storage. Ripens late
September to October.
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41238-Jonagold-$37.99
Rootstock: M111
Superb flavor, a connoisseurs choice. A cross of Jonathan and
Golden Delicious. Yellow with red-orange blush. Crisp, juicy,
subacid, all-purpose. Pollenized by Fuji, Gala, Granny Smith or
Red Delicious, but not Golden Delicious. Not a pollenizer for
other varieties.

10006-Jonathon-$37.99
Rootstock: M111
Medium to large, almost round fruit. Striped red. Thin, tough skin.
Fine, juicy flesh. Sprightly sub acid flavor. Good for cooking and
eating fresh. Keeps until late winter. Naturally small tree, bears
young and annually. Self fruitful. Bred for scab resistance. Fruit is
mottled red over yellow. Very crisp flesh. Excellent eating and
keeping qualities. Rated superior to McIntosh and Delicious for fresh
eating. Keeps up to five months in common storage. Ripens late
September to October.

13600-King, Thompkins-$37.99
Rootstock: M111
Large, old-time red-striped apple with classic apple flavor. Its
coarse, crisp flesh is subacid, sweet and distinctly perfumed.
Used for dessert, cooking and cider. Well-colored fruits are a
very attractive red with some contrasting yellow. Fairly
rectangular shape, with ribs near the base. Ripens midseason, about with Golden Delicious. Keeps several months,
but at its best soon after harvest. Horizontal limbs, spreading
growth habit. Originated in New Jersey prior to 1804. Sterile pollen; cross-pollination required.
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13605-Liberty -$37.99
Rootstock: M111
Disease-resistant, cold hardy apple. Resists scab, rust, mildew,
fire blight. Solid red even in hot climate. Crisp, rich sprightly
flavor. Fresh or cooked. Early fall harvest. Inter Fruitful with
Red Delicious, Empire, McIntosh. Self-fruitful.

91642-McIntosh-$37.99
Rootstock: M111
Round, bright to dark red over green, superb quality in cool
climates. Crisp, aromatic, subacid & sweet. Dessert/cooking.
Early harvest. 900 hours. Partly self-fruitful, or pollinized by
Red Delicious, Gala, or other. USDA Zones 4-7.

13615-Mutsu-$37.99
Rootstock: M111
A favorite of connoisseurs: very large, crisp and
flavorful. Late September/October harvest. Pick when
green or wait until partly yellow. Large, vigorous tree
resists powdery mildew. 500 hours. Pollenizer required:
Red Delicious, Granny Smith, Fuji, Gala. USDA Zones 49.

13625-Pink Lady-$39.99
Hot climate apple from Western Australia. Very crisp,
sweet tart, distinct flavor, good keeper. Skin reddish pink
over green when ripe. White flesh resists browning.
Harvest begins late October in Central CA, about three
weeks after Fuji. Self-fruitful. 300-400 hours. USDA
Zones 6-9.
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27726-Pink Pearl-$37.99
Rootstock: M111
Pink fleshed variety developed from Surprise. Medium
size apple with attractive cream and green skin.
Sometimes blushed with red cheek. Novel, bright pink
flesh. Rich, sweet flavor; fine aroma. Good dessert
quality, makes colorful pies and apple sauce. Short term
storage ability. Needs pollinator: Golden Delicious, Fuji,
Gala would work well. Developed by Albert Etter in 1944.

86532- Redlove Calypso $32.99
Rootstock: m7
From Swiss breeder Markus Kobelt, this unique variety
features striking red flesh, great flavor and excellent disease
resistance. Calypso is very aromatic, sweet, firm and juicy,
beautiful, dark red flesh. It ripens in mid to late September
and can be stored until Christmas. Resistant to scab and
powdery mildew.

90414- Redlove Era $32.99
Rootstock: M7
Very productive and disease resistant, Era® Redlove Apple is a
great variety for the home garden. Era features large, red fruit
with almost solid red flesh. Firm, crisp, juicy and refreshingly
sweet with a hint of tartness, it is great for fresh eating and
makes tasty juice. Era ripens in mid-September and can be
stored for several months. Another non-sterile apple nearby will
give better pollination.

86534- Redlove Odysso $32.99
Rootstock: M7
From Swiss breeder Markus Kobelt, this unique variety
features striking red flesh, great flavor and excellent
disease resistance. Odysso is prized for its large,
beautiful, aromatic and very sweet fruit, this easy to grow
variety is very resistant to apple scab and powdery
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mildew. Ripens in late September to early October and can be stored until February

89582- Sierra Beauty $37.99
Rootstock: M111
A favorite late apple in Northern California. Yellow with
red blush, rich sprightly flavor, moderately sweet.
Excellent fresh or cooked. Good keeper. 700-800 hours.
Self-fruitful. USDA Zones 6-9.

98814-Waltana-$37.99
Rootstock: M111
Medium to large fruit of variable shape. Thin red striping over greenish
background. Often picked on the green side and ripened in storage.
Crisp, hard, yet juicy texture. Vigorous and productive. Ripens in
November here on the coast. Al Albert Etter variety named for Albert’s
brother, Walter, and his wife. Introduced in 1860

90406-White Cloud-$32.99
Rootstock: M7
White Could Apple is an extremely hardy Siberian variety prized for it’s
early ripening, flavorful and juicy fruit. This medium sized, almost white
apple is easy to grow and great for fresh eating and making delicious
apple sauce.
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80928-Williams Pride-$32.99
Rootstock: M7
A new patented selection from Purdue U., this delicious, early
ripening variety is one of our favorites. A midsummer treat,
William’s Pride ripens in late July and bears good crops of
large, dark reddish-purple, very juicy and flavorful fruit.
William’s Pride is very disease resistant and easy to grow.
Best with another early apple such as Akane.

90412-Wynooche Early-$32.99
Rootstock: M7
Wynooche Early is crisp, juicy and richly flavorful and it also
stores well. Eat it fresh or cook with it, its thin skin almost
disappears when it is baked. Highly scab resistant. Discovered
near the Washington coast, Wynooche Early is an excellent
choice for Northwest gardeners and ripens in late July to early
August. Pollinate with Williams Pride or Akane.

Apples Standard
13535-Fuji $31.99
Rootstock: Apple
Sweet, very crisp and flavorful, excellent keeper. Ripe SeptemberOctober in Central Calif. Excellent pollenizer for other apple varieties.
Self-fruitful.
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Crabapple
86228-Firecracker $32.99
(Bill’s Red Flesh) A delightful sparkling jewel of an apple, Firecracker
looks like a miniature Red Delicious but ahs bright red flesh and
tangy flavor. This unique and attractive crabapple is a narurally7
compact and east to grow tree.

Multi Graft & Espalier Apples &
Rootstock
13465-6N1 Multi-Graft Espalier
$74.99
Braeburn, Fuji, Gala, Golden Delic., Gravenstien,
Red Delic.
Rootstock: Semidwarf M7

86182-4-N-1 Combos - $66.99
Rootstock: M111
Combinations of Fuji, Golden Delicious, Gala, Granny Smith, Mutsu or Jonagold.

93960-3-N-1 Combos - $55.99
Rootstock: M111
Combinations of Fuji, Golden Delicious, Gala, Granny Smith, Mutsu or Jonagold.

17466-Apple Rootstock - $2.59
Rootstock: M111
17

Grafting trees involves combining a bottom rootstock of one tree to the scion, or budding
branch, of another tree to make a successful fruit tree. Apple trees are often considered the best
starting place for learning to graft trees. Apple seeds, once planted, don’t produce fruit that is
identical to the apple they came from so grafting allows you to reproduce the apples of our
choice. Start with this method of branch grafting and practice your cuts until you make a
successful graft.[1]

Apricots
13655-Harglow - $35.99
Rootstock: Citation 1” caliper
Proven producer of large, flavorful fruit in Western Washington.
Recommended for other western climates where spring rains and
frosts limit apricot culture. Harvest early August. 600 hours. Selffruitful. USDA Zones 6-9.

89590-Pixi-Cot - $38.99
Rootstock: Citation ¾”
Compact tree with medium-sized, fine quality fruit. First
genetically dwarfed apricot to meet the flavor standards set by
Dave Wilson Nursery for release to the home gardener. Ripens
first week of June in CA's Central Valley. 500 hours. Patent
pending. (Zaiger)

47548-Puget Gold - $34.99
Rootstock: Myro 29c 1” caliper
Proven producer of large, flavorful fruit in Western Washington.
Recommended for other western climates where spring rains and
frosts limit apricot culture. Harvest early August. 600 hours. Selffruitful. USDA Zones 6-9.
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83061-Tomcot - $41.99
Rootstock: Citation
A consistently productive apricot variety. Large, orange fruit with
firm, sweet flesh. Slightly tart, old-time apricot flavor. Early harvest,
2 - 3 weeks before Wenatchee Moorpark. Introduced in 1989. 500
hours or less. Partly self-fruitful, largest crops if cross-pollinized by
another apricot.

Aprium
93896-Cot n Candy $42.99
Rootstock: Citation
Wonderful new fruit from Zaiger Hybrids. White flesh apricotplum hybrid. Medium-sized with incredible flavor, very sweet
and juicy. Ripens early- to mid-July. Self-fruitful. 400 hours or
less. USDA Zones 7-10. (Pat. No. 17827) (Zaiger)

93892-Flavor Delight Semi $41.99
Rootstock: Citation
Apricot-plum hybrid. Resembles an apricot but with a
distinctive flavor and texture all its own. High taste-test
scores, one of the most flavorful early season fruits. Early
June. Very low chilling requirement, less than 300 hours. Selffruitful, but largest crops when pollinized by another apricot.
(Zaiger)
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Cherries Sweet Dwarf
86154-Bing $42.99
Rootstock: New Root
Large, firm, juicy, sweet, nearly black when ripe. Superb flavor,
the No. 1 cherry. Midseason. Large vigorous tree. Pollenized by
Black Tart, Van, Rainier and Lapins. Also Stella in colder
climates. 700 hours. USDA Zones 5-9.

93898-Craigs Crimson $42.99
Rootstock: New Root
Taste test winner. Self-fruitful, natural semi dwarf sweet cherry.
Dark red to nearly black, medium to large size, wonderful spicy
flavor, very firm texture. Mature size about 2/3 of a standard. Early
harvest.

35936-Kristin $42.99
Rootstock: New Root ¾” Caliper
This is becoming the replacement tree for Bings. Firm fruit as large
as Bings. Excellent quality and rich flavor. Crack resistant. Heavy
producer. Self-fertile. Resists late frosts. Ripens late July.

35
936-Lapins $42.99
Rootstock: New Root ¾” Caliper
This is becoming the replacement tree for Bings. Firm fruit as large
as Bings. Excellent quality and rich flavor. Crack resistant. Heavy
producer. Self-fertile. Resists late frosts. Ripens late July.
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86158-Royal Rainier $42.99
Rootstock: New Root
Large, yellow with red blush. Sweet and flavorful. Very
cold hardy. Midseason harvest. 700 hours. Pollenized by
Van, Lambert, Lapins, Black Tartarian & Bing.
USDA Zones 5-9

62618-Stella $29.99
Rootstock: New Root
1” caliper
Self-fruitful - no pollinizer needed. Large, nearly black, richly flavored
sweet cherry similar to its parent, Lambert. Late harvest. 400 hours.
Pollinates Bing, except in mild winter climates. USDA Zones 5-9.

Cherries Sweet Semi-Dwarf
86230-Amarena de pescara $32.99
Rootstock: Colt
This unique Italian variety is prized for its intensely flavored, very
dark red fruit. Described as “very cherry”, these sweet tart cherries
are great for fresh eating, canning, juice and preserves. Plant with
another sweet or tart cherry variety for pollination.
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90418-Bianco Rosato Piemonte $31.99
Rootstock: Colt
Bianco Rosato di Piemonte Cherry is the cherry traditionally used to
make maraschino cherries. Recently brought to the US directly from
Italy.

20458-Bing $42.99
Rootstock: Maxima 14
Large, firm, juicy, sweet, nearly black when ripe — superb
flavor, the No. 1 cherry. Mid-season. Large vigorous tree.
Pollinated by Black Tartarian, Van, Rainier. Also, Stella in
colder climates.

80952-Governor Wood $31.99
Rootstock: ?
This classic variety features abundant crops of beautiful, sweet
and juicy, golden yellow fruit with a red blush. Disease resistant
and self-fertile.

94332-Kristin $32.99 Rootstock:
A very hardy sweet cherry. Kristin produces abundant, large, dark
burgundy fruit with flavorful , firm and juicy flesh. Crack resistant.
Pollinate with another sweet cherry.

82362-Lapins $42.99
Rootstock: Maxima 14
This is becoming the replacement tree for Bings. Firm fruit as large as
Bings. Excellent quality and rich flavor. Crack resistant. Heavy
producer. Self-fertile. Resists late frosts. Ripens late July.
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67468-Rainier $42.99
Rootstock: Maxima 14
Large, yellow with red blush. Sweet and flavorful. Very cold
hardy. Midseason harvest. 700 hours. Pollenized by Van,
Lambert, Lapins, Black Tartarian & Bing.
USDA Zones 5-9

86162-Royal Crimson $44.99
Rootstock: Maxima 14
The long awaited low chill, self fruitful sweet cherry from Zaiger
Genetics. Royal Crimson is a consistent producer of large,
tasty, crimson red fruit. Harvest it early to mid-May.
200-300 chilling hours

80866-Royal Rainier $42.99
Rootstock: Maxima 14
Large, yellow with red blush. Sweet and flavorful. Very cold hardy. Midseason harvest. 700
hours. Pollenized by Van, Lambert, Lapins, Black Tartarian & Bing.
USDA Zones 5-9

94330-Stella Compact $28.99
Compact Stella Cherry is a unique, self-fertile Cherry that should
grow to only about 10-12 ft. in height. Compact Stella begins
bearing within a year or two after planting and bears large, tasty,
almost black fruit.
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Cherry’s Sour
13770-Montmorency Standard $35.99
Rootstock: Standard Mazzard
Large, light red skin, yellow flesh. Perfect for cobblers, pies, etc.
Extremely winter hardy. Very heavy bearing. 500 hours. Self-fruitful.
USDA Zones 4-9.

94350-Northstar Semi/Dwarf $28.99
Rootstock: Standard Mazzard
This is a naturally dwarf pie cherry. It will stay around 10ft tall.
Medium size fruit with bright red skin. The tart fruit is excellent for
canning or baking. Self Pollinating.

areas.

Multi-graft Cherry
45830-Cherry 4-N-1 Rainer-Bing-LapinVan $66.99
5-Rootstock: Standard Mazzard
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Cornelian Cherry
A unique and attractive form of Dogwood, Cornelian Cherry is native to Ukraine and other
regions around the Black Sea. Growing as a shrub or small tree, it is valued for its tasty fruit and
for its ornamental value. Our unique Ukrainian varieties produce unusually large, sweet, and
flavorful fruit. As an ornamental, Cornelian Cherry is prized for its very early, delicate flowers
appearing in early March before the leaves, its yellow and red fall color, and it’s bright, red fruit,
which taste like a Cherry or a wild Plum. Cornelian Cherry is good for fresh eating, preserves,
juice, and wine.

90436-Coral Blaze $34.99
A new introduction from the Ukrainian breeding
program that has produced many valuable varieties,
Coral Blaze ™ is very disease resistant and bears
good crops of large, sweet, flavorful fruit. The striking,
bright red fruit is good for fresh eating and makes
delicious preserves and ice cream.

90438-Sunrise $35.99
Sunrise Cornelian Cherry Tree ™ is a unique variety that bears
good crops of attractive, sweet and flavorful fruit, which
resembles a small Japanese plum and features red stripes on
pinkish-red skin. The fruit is over 1″ in length, ripens in early
September and is great for fresh eating and preserves.

Figs
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24608-Black Jack Deep Liner $24.99
The Black Jack Fig produces large fruits, similar in size to Brown
Turkey. The Skin is purplish brown with a pink center. The fruit is
sweet and juicy. A naturally dwarf fig that can grow to 10 ft tall.

86536-Black Spanish 1 gallon $18.99
Grown for many years in Oregon, this reliable and productive
variety bears abundant crops of dark mahogany colored fruit.
The very sweet, juicy, and firm fruit is great for fresh eating,
preserves, and drying. A naturally dwarf tree, Black Spanish is
well suited for container culture and can bear two crops a year.

13845-Black Mission Liner $24.99
Medium to large, pear shaped fruit with rough, purplish black skin.
Sweet, strawberry-red flesh. Distinct rich flavor. Taste standard for
figs. Great for drying, good for fresh eating and canning. Produces
two crops per year

13855 Brown Turkey Deep Liner $24.99
Medium to large fruit, brownish maroon skin. Fine grained, sweet, juicy,
firm, meaty flesh. Sugary, rich flavor. Excellent for jams, drying or eating
fresh. Handsome, low, bushy plants can grow 10ft. tall. Self pollinating.
Everbearing beginning in June.
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86232-Verns Brown Turkey 1 gal $18.99
This variety of Brown Turkey Fig has been proven to be a
reliable producer of very large, sweet, delicious brown figs with
light amber flesh.

13865 King (Desert King) Deep Liner
$24.99
Light green ‘white’ skin, strawberry colored pulp. Rich flavor,
excellent fresh-eating quality. Large breba (spring) crop. Later
crop is light in hot climates, heavier in coastal climates. Prune
only lightly, occasionally. (Heavy winter pruning removes breba
crop.) 100 hours. Self-fruitful.

86202-Osborne Prolific Deep Liner $24.99
Large fruit with very attractive purplish brown skin, amber pulp.
Especially pleasing flavor. Long time favorite in cool coastal areas.
Excellent inland as well. Prune to any shape.

51844-Peters Honey Deep Liner $24.99
Beautiful, shiny fruit, greenish yellow when ripe. Very sweet, dark,
amber flesh. High quality. Superb for fresh eating. Warm location
with a southern exposure is required for ripening fruit in maritime
Northwest. Originated in Sicily. Good cold tolerance.
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90422-Petite Negra 1 gallon $18.99
Growing only 4-6 feet in height, the Petite Negra Fig (Little Black
Fig), is the perfect fruit tree for your patio or sunny living room.
Producing medium sized fruit with a black skin and deep red,
juicy sweet flesh, twice a year make this a must own for fig
lovers.

86622- Stella 1 gallon $16.99
Stella was discovered in a Portland Oregon
neighborhood having been brought here many years
ago by an Italian sailor. It is now cultivated and prized
by his wife. Stella™ . This is a large, sweet fig with a
striking, purplish-red flesh. It also ripens well in a
cooler climate.

51898-White Genoa 1 gallon $24.99
Old variety and a favorite in cool coastal areas, also excellent
inland. Greenish yellow skin, amber flesh, distinctive flavor.

Jujube
94356- Coco $32.99 1 gallon
Coco Jujube ™ came from the Nikita Botanic Garden in Yalta,
Ukraine. It is prized for its abundant crops of golden brown fruit with a
unique, coconut-like flavor.
A striking ornamental as well as fruiting plant, this rare and unique
small tree displays attractive contorted branched, fine lacy foliage,
and abundant small, fragrant, white flowers which bloom in midsummer. Also known as chinese Chinese Date, Jujube’s unique and
tasty fruit becomes reddish brown when ripe, with a sweet apple-like flavor and crisp texture.
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Easy to grow, Jujube can stand some drought and grows well in the Northwest as well as in
other regions of the US. Plant in full to partial sun. Self-fertile but better production with another
variety.

Medlar
80956- Breda Giant $28.99 1 gallon
A classic and productive variety from Holland, the Breda Giant
Medlar Fruit Tree bears abundant crops of large 1 1/2″-1 3/4″
diameter fruit. Sweet and fine textured, the spicy fruit of Breda Giant
Medlar is great for snacks and preserves. They can grow 6-8ft tall
and wide. Medlars bear 2-3 years from planting. Self-fertile

94374- Nefle de Octobre $28.99 1 gallon
This attractive and productive variety is prized for its abundant
crops of large, dark brown, flavorful fruit. Great for fresh eating,
you will enjoy the creamy, applesauce-like texture and sweettart flavor. Self-Fertile

94376- OSU 9-20 $28.99 1 gallon
This unique variety features prolific crops of large, chocolatebrown fruit. Great for fresh eating, the fruit is sweet and
delicious with smooth, applesauce like texture and a hint of
tartness. Attractive and compact, OSU 9-20’s long, dark
green foliage and profuse, white flowers make it a great
complement to the landscape.
Medlar like full to half day sun and most well drained soils. It
is self-fertile and often begins bearing the 2nd year after
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planting. Hardy to minus 25 degrees F., USDA Zone 4, Medlar is pest and disease resistant and
can bear 20 lbs. or more of fruit. Self-fertile

Mulberry
94358- Early Bird $21.99 1 gallon
Early Bird Mulberry is the earliest ripening mulberry, ripening its
crop beginning in June and extending through July. This is a great
one to round out the fruit calendar and get an early start on the
mulberry harvest for the season. Self Fertile

66888- Pakistan $45.99 Bareroot
Long (3 inches), firm, red to black, sweet fruit. Non-staining
juice. Month-long early summer harvest. Fruit used fresh and
for pies, jams and jellies. Large, vigorous, disease-resistant
tree.

53588- Dwarf Black Potted $31.99
This bush form of mulberry continuously produces
sweet blackberry-like fruit throughout the season. A
great choice for container gardening, minor pruning
will keep the plant compact. Mature height 6-8ft
frown in the ground. Widely adapted. Self-Fruitful
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Nectarines
86164-Arctic Babe Miniature $39.99
Rootstock: Lovell
Arctic Babe is the first white fleshed miniature nectarine. Super
sweet, large size fruit ripens early: late May to Early June in
central California. Reaching only 4-6ft, this tree is easy to thin
and harvest, easy to cover to protect blooms from frost. SelfFruitful.

86166-Arctic Glow-$39.99
Rootstock: Citation
Exciting, sprightly sweet, early season white fleshed nectarine.
High scoringin taste tests: nice balance of sugar and acid, very
appealing flavor. Highly recommended by grower for home
orchards.

39752-Liz’s Late-$39.99
Rootstock: Citation
Sprightly-sweet, intense, spicy flavor - the State of the Art in
fruit breeding. One of the highest scores for any yellow
nectarine or peach to date. Late August to early September in
central California. 600-700 hours. Self-fruitful

Paw Paws
.
Pawpaws (Asimina triloba) are one of the most unique and delicious fruits that can be grown in
the backyard orchard. Native to eastern North America, pawpaws are the only member of
the Annonaceae, or custard apple family, that is adapted to temperate climates. Its tropical
relatives include the cherimoya, atemoya, guanabana, and soursop, and it is easy to see the
resemblance between the pawpaw fruit and that of its tropical cousins. Pawpaw fruit combines
delectable, fruity, banana-like flavor with creamy, custard-like flesh. Nutritious as well as
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delicious, the greenish yellow, 3″-6″ long fruit is unusually high in protein and is a good source
of vitamins and minerals. Everything about this plant, from its leaf size and shape to the way its
fruits look, taste and smell is tropical, yet it is cold hardy to zone 5 and can be grown in
temperate climates from coast to coast. A slow growing, small tree, Pawpaw is naturally disease
and pest resistant and features long, tropical-looking foliage that turns a striking bright yellow in
the fall. The largest native American fruit, Pawpaw was a significant part of the Native American
diet, and with our superior large-fruited varieties, is enjoying new popularity. Pawpaw likes rich,
well-drained soil, high in organic matter. Can be grown in shade or sun. Summer Sunburn
affects the young trees, so protect against the intense afternoon sun.
Pollination: you need one of each variety of PawPaw. To ensure fruit set hand pollinate them
using a paintbrush.

94336-Atwood $24.99
The first variety introduced from the Kentucky State University breeding
program, KSU-Atwood Pawpaw ™ ripens in mid- season and is prized
for it incredibly heavy crops, 150 or more fruit per tree, and rich and
delicious flavor

90420-Mango $24.99
Mango Pawpaw was obtained from a collector in Tifton, Georgia.
Mango pawpaw are large, early ripening and very delicious fruit
with yellow flesh reminiscent of a mango. The texture being very
smooth. Space as close as 6' or 14' circles for each tree.
Pollination works best when trees are close to one another. For
pollination choose a different variety of pawpaw.

Peaches Semi-Dwarf
86248-Charlotte $29.99
Rootstock: Citation
Prized for its strong resistance to Peach Leaf Curl,
Charlotte bears good crops of large, tasty, freestone fruit.
These sweet and juicy peaches are great for fresh eating
and canning.
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27874-Frost $41.99
Rootstock: Citation
Resistant to peach leaf curl (10-year trials at Washington State U.).
Delicious yellow freestone. Slight red blush over greenish yellow to
yellow skin. Heavy bearing, excellent for canning or eating fresh.
July. Showy pink bloom in spring. 700 hours. Self-fruitful

68924-Halehaven $38.99
Rootstock: Citation
From a cross of J.H. Hale and South Haven. Medium to large
size, skin red over orange yellow. Yellow freestone flesh is
juicy, sweet, low in acid, with excellent flavor. Midseason
harvest, about two weeks before Elberta. Dessert/can/freeze.
Winter and frost hardy. 900 hours. Self-fruitful.

82180-O’Henry $38.99
Rootstock: Citation
Popular fresh market yellow freestone and an excellent choice for
home planting. Large, firm, full red skin, superb flavor. Ripens
early to mid-August in Central CA. Good for freezing. Strong,
vigorous, heavy bearing tree. 750 hours. Self-fruitful.
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14130-Redhaven $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
World’s most widely planted peach. High quality yellow
freestone. Ripens early July in central California. Frost
hardy. Fresh/freeze. 800 hours. Self-fruitful.

80880-Sauzee Swirl $42.99
Rootstock: Citation
For white peach lovers! Sauzee Swirl is a new saucer
(“donut”) style peach. Beautiful white flesh with red marbling
and a flavor that keeps you wanting more. Medium sized
clingstone fruit harvest in mid to late May in central
California. Self fruitful.

Peaches Standard
14030-Frost $32.99 (3/4”Caliper)
Rootstock: Lovell
Resistant to peach leaf curl (10-year trials at Washington
State U.). Delicious yellow freestone. Slight red blush over
greenish yellow to yellow skin. Heavy bearing, excellent for
canning or eating fresh. July. Showy pink bloom in spring.
700 hours. Self-fruitful
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93908-Elegant Lady $29.99
Rootstock: Nemaguard
The Elegant Lady peach was appropriately named for
its elegant balance of sugar and acid. A very firm fruit,
the Elegant Lady is a yellow-fleshed freestone peach
harvested in the 2nd week of July. The Elegant Lady
peach features large size (2-3/4" to 3-1/2"), round shape
and high color (80% to 90% bright red over yellow). This
variety is a heavy producer. This peach has a chilling
requirement of 700-800 hours.

14135-Redhaven $32.99
Rootstock: Lovell
World’s most widely planted peach. High quality
yellow freestone. Ripens early July in central
California. Frost hardy. Fresh/freeze. 800 hours. Selffruitful.

93910-Redskin Elberta $31.99
Rootstock: Lovell
Cross of Redhaven and Elberta. Excellent quality all-purpose yellow freestone. Frost hardy.
Ripens August 1st in Central CA. Also called Redskin. 850 hours. Self-fruitful.
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14150-Suncrest $34.99
Rootstock: Lovell
Large, very firm, fine-flavored, yellow freestone.
Bright red skin over yellow. Suncrest is the peach
immortalized by the book Epitaph for a Peach:
Four Seasons on My Family Farm, by David Mas
Masumoto (1995). Harvest late July in Central
CA. Frost hardy blossoms, consistent producer.
Originated in Fresno, CA. Introduced in 1959.
500 hours. Self-fruitful.

Miniature Nectarine & Peach
86164-Arctic Babe Miniature $39.99
Rootstock: Lovell
Arctic Babe is the first white fleshed miniature nectarine. Super
sweet, large size fruit ripens early: late May to Early June in
central California. Reaching only 4-6ft, this tree is easy to thin
and harvest, easy to cover to protect blooms from frost. SelfFruitful.

14060-Garden Gold $34.99
Rootstock: Lovell
Delicious yellow freestone, ripens 2 weeks after Elberta.
More vigorous than other miniatures. Later bloom, less
susceptible to frost damage. Showy blossoms 5-6ft tree.
Self fruitful.
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14095-Honey Babe $34.99
Rootstock: Lovell
Sweet, yellow freestone, rich peach flavor. Heavy bearing 5
ft. tree. Early to mid-July in Central Calif. Excellent choice for
home orchard. 500 hours. Self-fruitful. Pat. No. 5276.

Multi-Graft Peach
27872-3-N-1, Curl Resistant/ Frost, Q-1-8, Muir -Standard $54.99
Rootstock: Lovell

Pears Semi-Dwarf
14195-d’Anjou $37.99
Rootstock: OhxF333
Large, short necked, firm, good quality, keeps well. Harvest
September 1st, one month after Bartlett in Central CA. 800 hours.
Pollenized by Bartlett.

14270-Bartlett $37.99
Rootstock: OhxF333
World’s most popular pear. Early mid-season, high quality,
tolerates hot summers. 800 hours. Self-fruitful in arid West.
Elsewhere, pollinated by Bosc, D’Anjou, Winter Nelis.
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13290-Bosc $37.99
5-Rootstock: OhxF333
Medium to large, dark yellow fruit with brownish russeted skin
and long, gourd-shaped neck. Tender, aromatic, juicy,
smooth textured white flesh. Rich, slightly acid flavor. Fine for
eating, baking and drying. Keeps six months; ripens better at
room temperature. Ready to eat when russet-bronze.
Requires pollinator.

86540-Orcas $29.99
Rootstock: OhxF333
Discovered on Orcas Island. This disease resistant, Northwest
variety produces very large, juicy, sweet and flavorful, greenish
yellow fruit with a red blush. Best with a pollinator. Ripens in midSeptember.

14325-Warren $37.99
Rootstock: OhxF333
Excellent quality dessert pear - and highly resistant to fireblight.
Medium to large, long-necked fruit with pale green skin, sometimes
blushed red. Smooth flesh (no grit cells) is juicy and buttery with
superb flavor. Good keeper. Self-fruitful.

Multi-Graft Espalier Pear Semi-Dwarf
14190 -6-N-1 $74.99
Rootstock: OhxF333 (1”caliper)
This tree will have a six different popular varieties.
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Pears-Asian Semi-Dwarf

13990-20th Century $37.99
Rootstock: Semidwarf OhxF333
Best known Asian pear. Medium size, round,
lopsided, long stemmed, yellow fruit with greenish
mottling. Thin, tender skin. Extremely juicy, crisp
flesh; mild flabor. Excellent quality. Stores through
January. Partly self fertile. Pollinate with Hosui,
Bartlett, or Shinseiki. Productive to a fault, thin to one
fruit per spur.

86174-Hosui $37.99
Rootstock: Semidwarf OhxF333
High-scoring in taste tests: perhaps the tastiest
Asian pear. Large, juicy, sweet, flavorful,
refreshing, crisp like an apple. Brownish-orange
russeted skin. Harvest early to mid-August in
Central CA. Pollinated by Shinko, Chojuro,
Bartlett, or 20th Century.

90416-Nijiseiki $29.99
Rootstock: Semidwarf OhxF333
One of the most popular Asian Pears varieties, Nijiseiki bears
abundant crops of large, crisp, juicy and flavorful, yellowishgreen fruit. This is the fruit often found in markets in mesh
bags, Nijiseiki ripens in late August into September.
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86254-Raja $29.99
Rootstock: Semidwarf OhxF333
This new variety bears beautiful golden brown, large crisp juicy
and very flavorful fruit. Raja ripens in mid to late September.

86256-Shin Li $29.99
Rootstock: Semidwarf OhxF333
Prized for its rich and appealing flavor and its large, sweet, and
juicy fruit. Shin Li bears abundant crops of attractive, yellow,
russetted pears with crisp, bright white flesh. It ripens in early to
mid-September.

14010-Shinseki -$37.99
Rootstock: Semidwarf OhxF333
Round, medium to large, yellow fruit with little or no russet.
Juicy, sweet, refreshing, crisp like an apple. Easy to grow.
Keeps well. Harvest late July/early August in Central Calif.
Bright yellow skin. Vigorous, heavy bearing (usually by
2nd year). Fruit hangs on the tree in good condition for 46weeks. Pollinate with Bartlett, Chojuro or Hosui
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Pears-Asian Standard
47498-Hosui $28.99
Rootstock: Semidwarf OhxF333 ½” caliper
High-scoring in taste tests: perhaps the tastiest
Asian pear. Large, juicy, sweet, flavorful,
refreshing, crisp like an apple. Brownish-orange
russeted skin. Harvest early to mid-August in
Central CA. Pollinated by Shinko, Chojuro,
Bartlett, or 20th Century.

80886-Shinko-$32.99
Rootstock: Semidwarf OhxF333
Medium size, oval, brownish green fruit. Firm crisp,apple
like flesh with rich, sweet distinctive flavor. One of the
best keeping Asian varieties; keeps until spring in cool
storage. Tree is precocious, annual bearer. Pollinate with
20th, Chojuro, Bartlett, or Hosui. Ripens mid-October.

Multi-Graft Asian Pear Semi-Dwarf
83106-3-N-1 Shinseiki-Chojuro-Shinko-20th Century- Hosui
Assorted $54.99
Rootstock: OhxF333 (1”caliper)
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Persimmon Asian

14335- Fuyu Jiro $64.99
Medium size, flat shape, still crunchy when ripe, nonastringent. Cool or hot climate. Hardy, attractive tree,
practically pest free. Fall harvest. 200 hours. Selffruitful.

94326- Early Fuyu $24.99 1 Gallon Pot
Early Fuyu Asian Persimmon is an early-ripening variety that has
proven itself a reliable producer in the Pacific Northwest. The
trees are compact and productive. Early Fuyu Asian Persimmon
fruit is sweet and flavorful and can be eaten when firm or allowed
to soften and become even sweeter. It is almost identical to
the Sweet Fuyu except for ripening time. Self Fertile

94324- Early Jiro $24.99 1 gallon Pot
An early ripening bud sport of the popular Jiro variety, Early
Jiro Asian Persimmon is prized for it delicious flavor and
attractive form. Early Jiro bears abundant crops of bright
orange fruit that can be eaten while firm, like an apple, or
allowed to soften to a tomato-like texture when it is even
sweeter. Early Jiro is also known by the name Ichi Ki Kei Jiro. It
is one of the most cold hardy of any Asian persimmons and is
a naturally dwarf tree growing to only 10 feet in height. Self
Fertile
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94388- Tamopan $64.99
Tamopan Persimmon is golden red, tender, juicy persimmon
with a distinctive acorn shape. Fruit is very large with a
distinctive acorn shape and thick skin; can be eaten with a
spoon from the half shell like an avocado. Tamopan
persimmon flesh is very sweet and of the astringent type
(should be eaten when jelly soft to the touch) and is excellent
for cooking and baking. Self-fertile.

Plums Semi-Dwarf
14360-Beauty $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Japanese Plum. Santa Rosa type, but more widely adapted.
Medium size, reddish purple fruit. Amber flesh streaked with
red. Excellent flavor. Does not keep. Self-fruitful. Consistently
heavy crops. Ripens from June to early August depending on
location. .

14365-Burgundy $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Maroon-colored skin and flesh. Sweet, with little or no
tartness and a very pleasing, mild flavor. Prolonged harvest,
mid-July to mid-August in Central Calif. Very productive.
Narrow, upright habit. 400 hours. Self-fruitful.
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80888-Hollywood $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Japanese Plum. Fruiting ornamental plum. Introduced in 1936.
Very delicious fruit is mediu-sized and round, with blood-red
flesh and skin. Ripens in late June and hangs well on the tree.
Godd for Jelly and canning. Red-leafed tree with upright growth
habit

14385-Green Gage $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
European plum, later blooming than Santa Rosa and other
Japanese types. Longtime favorites for dessert, cooking, canning.
Tender, juicy, rich flavor. Ripens late summer. Small Tree. Selffruitful.

94380-Luisa $24.99 1 gallon
Rootstock: Citation
A very exciting new Japanese plum from New Zealand, Luisa
Japanese Plum produces gorgeous, oblong fruits with
beautiful, sunset colored skin and bright yellow flesh. Fruits
are super juicy, flavorful and phenomenal eaten fresh off the
tree! Fruits ripen over a few weeks rather than all at once,
making it a great choice for the home orchardist who wants a
steady supply of delicious plums in the summer! Another
bonus, Luisa is self-fertile!

94348-Jam Session $34.99
Rootstock: Mariana
A Cornell University release, this plum produces a heavy crop of
small, freestone plums that make a rich flavored plum jam or sauce.
The skin is bright blue, and the flesh is a greenish yellow. Ripens in
Mid to late September.
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93916-Mariposa $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Large, red fleshed, sweet, juicy, firm, delicious. Small pit,
nearly freestone. Mottled maroon over green skin. Use fresh
or cooked. Harvest August. 250 hours. Pollenized by
Catalina, Nubiana, or Santa Rosa.

41246-Methley $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
One of the earliest Japanese Plums to ripen. Juicy, sweet, redflesh, mild flavor. Reddish purple skin. Attractive tree is heavy
bearing and vigorous. Very cold hardy. Self Fruitful. Dependable
here on the coast..

94328-Oullins 1gallon $28.99
Rootstock: Citation
One of the largest and most attractive of the Gage Plum family,
Oullins Plum is a reliable and productive variety and a
delicious, late summer treat. Oullins Plum delectable fruit has
firm, sweet and tender, greenish-yellow flesh with pale gold
skin.

14405-Santa Rosa $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Medium to large reddish-purple skin, red-streaked amber flesh.
Tart-sweet with rich flavor when fully ripe. Best with pollinator
near the coast
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14420-Satsuma $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Long-time favorite plum in California. Mottled maroon over green
skin, dark red meaty flesh. Sweet, mild, not tart. Excellent for
jam. Harvest late July. 300 hours. Pollinized by Santa Rosa or
Beauty.

61714-Shiro $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Medium to large, round, yellow fruit with a pink blush. Juicy,
translucent yellow, clingstone flesh. Mild, sweet flavor. Excellent
for fresh eating, cooking, canning, preserves and dessert.
Pollinate with Santa Rosa or Satsuma.

Pluots
51872-Dapple Dandy Semi Dwarf $41.99
Rootstock: Citation
Taste test winner. Ranks with Flavor King Pluot® among the
all-time top five best flavored fruits at Dave Wilson Nursery
tastings. Creamy white and red fleshed freestone with
wonderful plum-apricot flavor. Skin greenish-yellow with red
spots, turning to a maroon and yellow dapple. August
harvest in Central CA. 400-500 hours. Pollenized by Flavor
Supreme Pluot®, Flavor King Pluot®, Santa Rosa, Catalina
or Burgundy Plum. (Pat. No. 9254) (Zaiger)
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80896-Dapple Supreme Semi $41.99
Rootstock: Citation
A new low-chill Pluot. Dapple Supreme derives its name from
two of the best: dapple Dandy and Flavor Supreme. With red
dappled skin like Dapple Dandy and sweet, dark red flesh like
Flavor Supreme. Pollinate with other Pluots or early
Japanese Plums.

66924-Flavor Grenade Standard $37.99
Rootstock: Myro 29C
Flavor Grenade is an unusual looking fruit, hence it’s name.
It has good size fruit and a crunchy texture much like an
apple. Even when fully ripe, it maintains an unmistakable
crunch. It has an oblong shape and explosive flavor, tropical
sweet. Hangs on well on the tree (up to 6 weeks).

93920-Flavor Queen Standard $37.99
Rootstock: Myro 29C
Exquisite plum/apricot hybrid with candy-like sweet,
wonderfully pleasing flavor. Greenish-yellow skin, amberorange flesh. Prolonged harvest: mid-July thru August at
Hickman, CA. 400-500 hours. Pollenized by Dapple Dandy
Pluot® or Flavor Supreme Pluot® or by a Japanese plum
such as Burgundy. Not pollenized by Flavor King Pluot®.
(Zaiger)
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86180-Flavor Supreme Semi $41.99
Rootstock: Citation
Taste test winner. Plum/apricot hybrid with sweet, richly flavored,
firm red flesh. Greenish marron mottles skin. June harvest in
Central California. Pollinized by Santa Rosa and Late Santa
Rosa plums and Flavor Queen.

Pluots Multi Graft
86184-4-N-1 $68.99
Rootstock: Citation
Flavor Queen, Flavor King, Flavor Supreme, Dapple Dandy,

Pomegranates
68276-Ambrosia Liner $19.99
Medium to large, pale pink skin, purple sweet-tart juice,
similar to Wonderful. Long-lived, inland or coastal
climate. 150 hours. Self-fruitful.

86276-Crimson Sky 1g $16.99
Hardy, new variety from the Nikita Botanic Garden.,
Crimnson Sky ripens early and is prized for its abundant
crops of large, bright red, flavorful fruit.
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86198-Eve Liner $19.99
Large size fruit, bright red exterior color, deep red arils.
Flavor very good, described as charry slurpy like. Self fruitful.

90456-Favorite 1g $16.99
Brought in from southern Russia in 1991. A very attractive, mediumsize shrub, Favorite™ is the hardiest Pomegranate and has survived
temperatures below 10??F. The pretty, bright orange-red blooms
appear in early to mid summer and continue until fall.

74946-Parfianka Liner $19.99
This unique and popular variety from southern Russia features
beautiful, large, sweet and flavorful, red fruit with soft, edible
seeds. Hardy but good for areas with mild winters.

74948-Wonderful Liner $18.99
Large, purple-red fruit with delicious, tangy flavor. Best
quality in hot inland climate. Gaudy red orange bloom,
ornamental foliage. Long-lived, any soil. 150 hours. Selffruitful.
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Prunes
13455-Italian Semi $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Large, purple-skin, freestone. Rich flavor, very sweet when fully ripe.
Fresh, dried or canned. Vigorous, cold hardy tree. Late bloom. Late
summer harvest. Self-fruitful.

80890-Sugar Semi $37.99
Rootstock: Citation
Reddish purple skin, greenish yellow flesh, very sweet. Used fresh
and for canning. Lower chilling requirement than other European
prune/plums. 550 hours. Self-fruitful.

13445-French Prune Stand $37.99
Rootstock: Marianna
California's commercial prune. Reddish-purple skin, dark amber
flesh. Very sweet, high quality fruit-dessert/can/dry. Self-fruitful

80890-Sugar Prune Semi $35.99
Rootstock: Citation
Reddish purple skin, greenish yellow flesh, very sweet. Used
fresh and for canning. Lower chilling requirement than other
European prune/plums. 550 hours. Self-fruitful.
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Quince
51890-Pineapple $36.99
Heavy crops of large, tart fruit used in baking, jams, and
jellies. Profuse, ornamental bloom. Cold hardy, yet low chilling
requirement 300 hours. Self-fruitful.

94352-Kuganskaya $29.99
From the southern Caucasus, north of Turkey and Armenia,
this exceptional variety bears bountiful crops of large, round,
bright yellow fruit. Kuganskaya is sweet and mild, good for
fresh eating and for making delicious preserves and baked
goods. Self Fertile

94354-Smyrna $29.99 1 gallon
This reliably productive, self-fertile tree was brought from
Turkey over a century ago. Its large, yellow, pear-shaped fruit
is great for cooking, with a delicious mild flavor that is favored
for desserts, preserves and jellies.
They are prized for cooking, jelly making, and adding to apple
cider. Quince trees are self fertile and showy, with big white
blossoms in late spring and unusual, fuzzy yellow fruits in fall.
Self Fertile
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Almonds
20778-All in One $36.99
Number 1 almond for home orchards. Heavy crops of soft shell nuts with
sweet, flavorful kernels. Hot summer required to ripen. 15 ft. tree, very
winter and frost hardy. 300-400 hrs. Self-fruitful.

Chestnuts
86930-Nevada $48.99
Nevada chestnut nuts with dark brown shell and a sweet
flavor. It’s is the pollinator for Colossal. One tree can pollinate
7 Colossals. bake or roast them on an open fire. Unpruned
trees can reach 40-60 feet when mature, however, the
optimum size is to keep them at 15-20 feet. These trees are 2
years old, and should begin to fruit in their 5-7th year.
Pollinate with Colossal Chestnut.
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Pistachio
87018-Kerman $61.99
One of the most widely grown pistachios. Kerman is
a female variety and requires Peters for crosspollination. Long hot summers are needed to ripen
the nuts. Transplant careful and do not disturb roots.
They grow very slowly to about 25 fee and are
drought tolerant once established. Takes 3-5 years
to bear.

87020-Peters $61.99
Peters Pistachio is the male pollenizer for Kerman and does not bear fruit but it does pollinate
up to eleven females. Please transplant carefully and do not disturb roots.

Walnuts
93952-Chandler $61.99
Chandler Walnut is a large nut with light-colored kernels of
exceptional flavor and quality. Chandler Walnut is a relatively
small tree, grows to about 40 ft. Well-sealed nuts are resistant to
coddling moth and blight. Produces heavy crops and begins to
bear about 2-3 years after planting.

10008- Pedro $61.99
Last English walnut to leaf out which makes it less
susceptible to late spring frosts. Very large tree, excellent
shade. Good production of well-sealed, thin shelled, high
quality nuts. Self-Fruitful.
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